Shin Ji Kang blesses the reader with an intriguing chapter on Protestant education in China. In her chapter entitled *Church and Leadership Education in China*, she not only traces the history of Protestant education in the world’s most populous country, but also examines some recent developments that could usher in one of the greatest religious revivals in history. These developments include the incredible growth of Protestant education and China’s recent openness to having the Bible taught in its public schools.

Hiromitsu Ando shares about the state of Protestant education in Japan. In his chapter entitled *The Impact of Protestant Christians upon Modern Education in Japan Since the 19th Century*, he draws from his 25 years of experience both as a professor and a teacher in Japan. His penetrating chapter provides a great deal of information of the state of Protestant education among the people of the third largest economy in the world. Shin Ji Kang presents an encouraging chapter entitled *Protestant Influence on Korean Education Development*. Korea is the home of one of the most remarkable Protestant revivals in human history, and naturally Protestant education has developed into a strong institution in Korea. Dr. Kang also traces the Protestant role in developing a modern-day schooling system in Korea. This chapter is especially dear to William Jeynes’ heart, because he was the chief architect of Korea’s economic stimulus and education plan in 1998 that was passed by the South Korean Parliament to help the nation arise from the 1997–1998 Asian economic crisis (which started in Korea), which was Asia’s worst economic emergency since World War II.

Moses Dirisena and Christopher Ullman write the chapter entitled *Protestant Education In India*. The authors do a fine job of addressing developments in Protestant education in India and pacing these developments in the proper historical context. Elias Malki, a well-known Protestant education and broadcaster to the Middle East, writes the chapter entitled *Protestant Education in the Middle East*. Malki gives a survey of Protestant education and challenges in the Middle East and also shares about the situation today.